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Keeping Time, For 10,000 Years
Think Modern Life Is Too Fast-Paced? So Do These Clockmakers
SAN FRANCISCO, March 8, 2009
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(CBS) Whenever you woke up this morning, you're
just in time to look at a timepiece guaranteed to remain
accurate for a lifetime … and then some. Ben Tracy
shows us celestial timekeepers at work:
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If you're still grumbling about the hour of sleep you lost
this morning, then pay a visit to a modest storefront in
San Francisco, because through those doors, they've
got time to spare ...
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A prototype model of the Long Now Foundation's
10,000-year clock. (Long Now
Foundation/Rolfe Horn)

It's a timepiece designed to run for 10,000 years.
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Inside is the prototype of a clock meant to mark not the
passage of minutes or hours, but of decades, centuries
… even millennia.
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"There definitely seems to be, like most things, two
kinds of people," says Alexander Rose with a laugh.
"There's the kind of people who get it right away. But
then there's a whole side of people that think it's just
crazy and it's a waste of time."

You can guess which category Rose falls into.
He's the director of the Long Now Foundation, a group dedicated to elongating the attention span of
the human race.
And it's no small irony they've set-out to break our habit of clock-watching by building, well, a clock.
The clock project is the brainchild of one of the biggest brains around, Danny Hillis. He built his first
computer in grade school and went on to design some of the first supercomputers.
Today, everyone from molecular biologists to atomic bomb designers crunch their numbers on his
lightning-fast machines (another irony!)
Tracy asked Hillis why humanity needs that change in consciousness.
"If you get a really short sense of time, then you have a really small sense of what's possible," said
Hillis.
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(Left: A computer model of the clock configuration.)
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Hillis proposed the 10,000-year clock as an antidote to all that
speed.

Dr. Oz's Shocking Test

"If we look at a problem like global warming or world hunger, it's
pretty impossible problem, if you try to solve it in, say, a
Congressional budget cycle or something like that," he said.
"These are problems that, you know, just seem unapproachable.
"But if you ask, 'Are we gonna solve those problems over the next
1,000 years,' absolutely! We humans have come a long way in the
last 10,000 years, and we'll probably go a long way in the next."
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Indeed, the 10,000-year timepiece is inspired by the age of pottery
pieces, among the earliest artifacts of our modern, agricultural
civilization.
(Long Now Foundation) Proposed designs for the full-scale clock call for it to tower sixty

feet high and be nestled into the side of a mountain in eastern
Nevada.
Powered by the Sun and built to the specifications of a deep-space probe, Alexander Rose says the
clock will be engineered to keep on ticking without human help (just in case it has to).
"The one thing we do know about all civilizations is that none of them have lasted," he said. "So we're
trying to design for all of those eventualities."
But should some future visitor find the clock and turn its crank ... he or she will hear it chime.
"Why on earth does a clock burrowed inside a mountain need bells?" asked Tracy.
"Well, the idea is that people come and visit," Rose laughed. "We wanted to give each group of people
that visit a unique experience and to make that time their time."
The latest prototype sports wheels eight feet in diameter - nearly a half-ton each.
And Rose himself brings some weighty qualifications to the project: When he's not tinkering with
clocks, he's battling 'bots. His robotic gladiators made him a favorite on the cable series "Battlebots."
"Amazingly, it had a lot of parallels in that when you're building things to be destroyed at their fastest in
three minutes, you learn about destructive modes of all kinds of things! It's kind of an accelerated
aging chamber."
And building a clock to stand the test of time certainly won't come cheap: Millions have already been
spent, and millions more are needed.
But by dipping into his own deep-pockets - and those of his high-tech friends - Danny Hillis hopes to
keep his bid for immortality on a tight schedule.
"Well, I'm only gonna live for so long," he said. "So, that's the real deadline for the project!"

For more info:
Long Now Foundation
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Now you're in the public comment zone. What follows is not CBS News stuff; it comes from other people and
we don't vouch for it. A reminder: By using this Web site you agree to accept our Terms of Service. Click here
to read the Rules of Engagement.

Instead of building a (fatally-flawed) mechanical clock, we should calculate our own 6000-year
calendar, carve it in stone (to include heiroglyphs & pictographs similar to the Egyptians) and
place it inside Cheops Pyramid (the big one). Then we would restore the pyramid to include an
improved white limestone shell (like the original) expressly designed to discourage theft &
destruction by future predatory civilizations. Might last another six thousand years, certainly
longer than any mechanical clock. What better icon of human civilization exists than the
pyramids?
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Would be nice to have a embedded case into the clock that would have our language laid out to
teach future visitors if lets say in 4,000 years people stop speaking english and not some tiny
emblem with a phrase or two in english.
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